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THINGS TO THINK ABOUT

HOW WILL YOU CONNECT? 

There are a lot of different methods of

communication! Skype, Facetime, Facebook

messenger and even Snapchat all have

ways of making a face to face call. 

WHAT SHOULD YOU TALK ABOUT? 

Set new spiritual goals: This is helpful

because being at home just looks

different than being at school. Your goals

for ministry and life will be different

simply because of the different location.

Set a time, place, and plan for quiet

times:  If you don't schedule it out, it

probably wont happen. This can be

something that you ask about every

week!

Talk about "at home" sin struggles: We

often times struggle with different

things in different places, are there any

sin struggles that are specific to being at

home that need to be addressed?

Make their new mission field a priority:

Celebrate the new place that God has

called them to and help them to develop

a strategy about how to be intentional in

that new place.

When in doubt check on their wheel:

The word, prayer, community and

evangelism are all things that you should

regularly ask about.

WHEN?
Start this as soon as possible.
The longer you wait to establish
something, the harder it will be
to get started and keep it going.

Every week. The more
consistent this is, the better
and more effective it will be.
You should have someone
holding you accountable to
meet with these people at least
once a week.

WHY?

This helps people to stay
connected in a time where they
feel lonely and disconnected.
This provides encouragement
and accountability to people
that may not receive that
anywhere else. Also, the gospel
don't stop for nobody.

WHAT NEXT?
Be intentional. Connecting
over distance is not easy, but it
is possible if you are intentional

Pray. You have more time now
than ever before to faithfully
pray for the people you meet
with! 

Get started. There's no time
like the present.


